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ABSTRACT Once validated,thiscapabilitywillbe combinedwith
optimizedDIII-Dadvancedtokamakconfigurationsto

DIII-D hasa majoreffortunderwaytodevelop demonstratelong-pulse(10-20s)fullynon-inductive
the physics and technology of fast wave electron heating current drive. Because of the attractive scaling to reactor
and current drive in conjunction with electron cyclotron parameters, the fast Alfven wave has been selected as
heating. The present system consists of a four strap the primary current drive technique for DIII-D. Fast
antenna driven by one 2 MW transmitter in the wave current drive (FWCD) will be supplemented by
32-60 MHz band. Experiments have been successful in electron cyclotron current drive and by bootstrap current
demonstrating the physics of heating and current drive, for noninductive current operation.
In order to validate fast wave current drive for future A 2 MW FWCD system (Ref. 1) has been in opera-
machines a greater power capabiltiy is necessary to tion on DIII-D since late 1990. This system has suc-
drive ali of the plasma current. Advanced tokamak cessfully operated according to the design described in
modeling for DIII-D has indicated that this goal can be Ref (1), which predated the start of the experiments. The
met for plasma configurations of interest (i.e. high [3 FW program on DIII-D is a collaborative effort between
VH-mode discharges)with 8 MW of transmitter fast General Atomics and the Oak Ridge National
wave capability. It is proposed that four transmitters Laboratory. This system is the first step in developing
drive fast wave antennas at three lot:axiom in DIII-D to the FW power capability necessary to demonstrate non-
provide the power for curent drive and current profile inductive rf current drive.
modification. As the next step in acquiring this capabili- Initial experimental results have been very encour-
ty, two modular four strap antennas are in design and the aging. Both direct electron heating by the fast waves
procurement of a high power transmitter in the (Ref. 2) and current drive (Refs. 3, 4) have been demon-
30-120 MHz range is in progress. Additionally, innova- strated, with the expected magnitude. The technology of
tions in the technology are being investigated, such as the FW system, including the transmitter, transmission
the use of a coupled combline antenna to reduce the and matching network, and antenna have operated suc-
number of required feedthroughs and to provide for par- cessfully (Refs. 5-7). Feedback control of the plasma-
allel phase velocity variation with a relatively small antenna gap to aid in holding the impedance match
change in frequency, and the use of fast ferrite tuners to between the generator and plasma load was demonstrated
provide millisecond timescale impedance matching. A using the new digital control system recently commis-
successful test of a low power fast ferrite prototype was sioned on DIII-D (Ref. 8). These initial results provide
conducted on DIII-D. the basis for enhancing the FW capability in order to give

a clearer validation of FWCD, which will require suffi-
cient power to drive ali of the plasma current to eliminate

1. INTRODUCTION effects due to the residual electric field and to non-induc-

tively sustain advanced tokamak plasma configurations.
One of the goals for the DIII-D experimental pro- In addition to adding greater power capability, we

gram during the 1990s is to establish experimentally the are investigating some technical innovations which
physics and efficiency optimization of rf current drive, could make an ultimate reactor FWCD system more



versatile and robusL First, we are evaluating the use of
real time dynamic ferrite tuners fReE 9) to maintain the FW32850t300o
match between the generator and the antenna throughout
plasma load variations caused, for example, by H-mode FWZS
transitions, ELMs and so on. These variations can take / *
piace on the millisecond timescale in DM-D. Dynamic //
ferrite tuners are well established in the realm of accel-
erator technology and a preliminary test of a prototype

on DM-D was successful. In the most extensive appti- (///_//__,_
cation of this technology the experimentalists will gain x
continuous strap to strap phase control while presenting

a match to the generator, thereby maintaining continu- I/_/__ous resonance with the desired multiple of the electron

thermal velocity as the plasma heats up throughout a \(1___ .A [,,_..-_
shot, or during the initialization of reactor operation
(variable n parallel).

Another way to obtain some real time variation in rw_
the launched k spectrum is to use a combline structure laoe
for the antenna (Ref. 10). This is a multi-strap antenna
requiring only two feed points, one at the input and one 0ui.0
at the output. The matching of this antenna to the goner- VACUUMVESSEL
ator is much simpler than for separately fed current
straps with a strong strap to strap coupling (Ref. 7).

Fig. 1. Fast wave antenna locations on DIII-D for
future experiments. Present antenna is

2. PROPOSED 8 MEGAWATT FAST WAVE one four-strap located at 285° / 3 0 0° .
SYSTEM

Extensive modeling of advanced tokamak scenar- uae PREMATCHLINES
los for DIII-D indicate that the proposed goals can be Ls._s uw mrr• CHERS I

met with an 8 MW (generator power) FW system S0-,_MN, _t__/_'_ 1 !'_ {') FWZA(m
accompanied by 10 MW of electron cyclotron heating _ 1_,4, _r..zjx__:_..g__4,.x,,

the three FW antennas is depicted in Fig. 1. Shown are __g[l_tR , hf..._i 0tCOuettV STRAPS
twO four strap anterlrlas, FW2A and FW2B, located in ' ,_ le _ rf_. ! !(2)/
rnidplane ports at 0" and 180" toroidally, and a combline _ _ _' I !/
antenna, FW3, located in the port box spanning the 285° _ SHORTED _(4)
and 300° midplane location. The present ORNL four STUe RESONANT
strap antenna, FW1, is at this latter location (Ref. 1), and LOOPS
our present plan is to eventually replace it with a
10-20 s pulse combline as shown (PW1 is designed
with only a 2 s pulsecapability).

A total of 8 MW of FW power will be available at
the generators, of which only 2 MW at 30--60 MHz is I

now on hand at DIII-D. The next increment of power I

will operate over the 30-120 MHz range, with over i FW3
2 MW output at the lower end of the band and 1.5 MW Iat 120 MHz. The addition of the final generator power j C0MBLINEONEOF TWO

will be specified in the future. One possible network of I POLOIDALHALVES
generators and antennas is shown in Fig. 2. The tuning / [
and matching schemeshown for the two four strap 3de.raPiDS I
antennas utilizes the simple solution developed for -"
FWI to allow td'2 phasing (current drive) in the pres-
ence of large strap-strap coupling, but with the addition
of a decoupler such as is being developed by ORNL for
JET (Ref. 11).The tuning network would of coursebe Fig. 2. A transmissionfeed design for the antennas.
different with the inclusionof fast ferrite tunersto give
realtime controlof phasingand matching.

The decoupler is important for the DIII-D design generator with a _/2 phase shift between adjacent straps
in which four mutually coupled straps are fed by one to launch a directed spectrum for current drive. Without



the decoupler, the power split between lines A and B is
not equal (Ref. 7), one line can have many times the FOURMO0Ut_
power as the other. Although this unequal power split
can be accomplished by using a tee in the transmission
Line(Ref. 7), the A and B transmission and tuning legs
must be specified to handle this worst case power level.

Operation at :_rd2 phasing means that either can have the
high level. With the decoupler this imbalance is removed r,,,,_ _-
and the specifications for the lines can be relaxed. _ _:=

The combline antenna is being proposed to take -'-
advantage of the ability to change parallel wavenumber
with a small change in frequency (Ref. 10). This will
allow another way to maintain resonance with the electron _,_ IU2"_
thermal velocity without requiring an array of fast tuning C_

elements. Also a combline requires only two power
feedthroughs. In a reactor the combline could be placed
between ports rather that occupying valuable port space. ,lr"-,.,

The recirculating drive circuit for the combline
shown in Fig. 2 is taken from Ref. (10), where two =uunto
poloidally segmented comblines are proposed. This mutiny _ _1
gives a more favorable poloidal current spectrum for , za)_ll_IIIA _Ill/U)
120 MHz operation. Thus the combline circuit in Hg. 2
wig be duplicated for the upper and lower combline.

Fig. 3. Modular design for antennas FW2A(B).

3. FW2 ANTENNAS

not yet demonstrated the ability to operate with directed
The FW2 four strap antennas are presently in antenna phasing for current drive with no shield.

design at ORNL, with installation in DIII-D targeted for Without such an experimental demonstration the FW2
early 1994. The antennas are designed to be modular antennas are designed with shields. TEXTOR is per-
with the antenna consisting of an array of four modules forming a series of experiments on operation without
mounted side by side in the DIII-D port openings as FS, and the results have been encouraging (Ref. 12). On
shown in Fig. 3. Each antenna module is capable of han- DIII-D operation without a FS was attempted on several
dling 1 MW for pulses up to 20 s long so that a total run days over a period of months in the first half of
antenna capability of four MW is provided per port 1992. direct electron heating was successful in the sym-
opening. The four antenna modules are fed by trans- metric antenna phasing mode (x phase shift between
mission lines that go through vacuum feedthroughs on straps) and impurity generation was not a problem due
the port cover, to boronization of the DIII-D vessel and antenna straps.

Each module consists of a cavity box, tilted However, the FWl antenna was not designed for use
Faraday shield, current strap, and coax conductors. Rf without a shield, the antenna structure is relatively open
and plasma heat deposited in the antenna will be and there are no intrastrap limiters to reduce plasma
removed by water cooling ali of the components of each cross field diffusion or generation (Ref. 1). This antenna
module. By making the antenna modular, fabrication configuration did exhibit arcing at power levels below
costs are reduced, while at the same time providing a that with FS. A complete comparison could not be made
way to pressure and leak test each module before it is due to limited operational time and problems in the ff
installed in the tokamak. In addition, any of the modules transmitter and the transmitter system which enforced
may be removed or replaced in the array without an additional limit in the available rf power. Operation
removal of the entire antenna.The modules will be bolt- without a FS has been concluded for the present and the
cd together upon installation and the array will be bolted next phase of experiments will be conducted with a new
to a mounting plate installed to the vacuum vessel port slanted FS coated with B4C.
box. All disruption loads on the antenna will be trans-
ferred to the vaccuum vessel through the mounting plate.

The current straps have two ground points. One 4. FAST FERRITE TUNER TEST ON DIII-D
end of the strap is grounded to the bottom of the cavity,
while the other end of the strap is grounded to the cavity During the last week of the FY92 DIII-D experi-
side wall. A single tap is provided on the back of the mental campaign a fast ferrite tuner prototype from
strap by welding the center coax to the strap. ANT Bosch Telecom was tested at low power on one

Each antenna module is designed to have its own strap of the FWI antenna. The electrical topology of the
Faraday shield (FS). Although we are still investigating tuner consisted of a 3 dB hybrid with ferrite loaded
the possibility of being able to omit this shield, we have stubs of variable electrical length, tunable by the bias



magnetic field applied. The goal of the test was to find (a) SHOT76196
the rate withwhich this matching element could respond
to dynamic plasma loading conditions. Fixed element 0.e
pretuning is incorporated into the stubs of this fast fer-
rite hybrid (FFH) in order to move the domain of possi-
ble mismatch into the accessible region. Since a change
in the magnetic permeability of the ferrite causes a 0.4
change in the impedance of the loaded section of line,
the ferriteloaded line cannot in general be used as a Line I(_I
stretcher.Rather it is implemented by variableelectrical
lengthshortedstubs. 0.2

A schInatic of the set-up depicting the key ele-
ments is shown in Fig. 4. The FFH utilizes two fast fer-
rit Tuners (FFI') (Ref. 9) as shown. A feedback loop
monitors the complex reflection coefficient at the out- 0 I I I _
port ofthe WH andcontrolsthe magnet power supplies s0o sz0 54o
on FFT1 and FFT2 to nullout this reflection.During the
tests, the DIII-D FWTuner shortedstub waselectrically t(mx}
removed from the circuit by setting a 90°electrical
length, and the line stretcher was used to move the
antenna load into the accessible mismatch region
(AMR) of the FFH, rather than taking the time to physi- (b)
cally changethe line segments on the FFH.

Tests were conductedon DIII-D in a background I

mode. No FW heating wasused, ratheronly low power _ t - 4y4m
antennastrap---plasmamatchingwas accomplished _ t-48oms
withtheFFH.Thetestssuccessfullydemonstratedthe
ability of the tuner to respond to essentially instanta- t • m m
ncouschangesinloadingwithlessthana20millisecond t=m m
responsetime.Figure5(a)showsthisresponsetimein
the reductionof the magnitudeof the reflection coeffi- .,__
cient, r, while fig. 5(0) shows the polar trajectoryof the

decayingreflectioncoefficientover this timeperiodon a
Smithchart.The AMR of the FFH for this case is also
shown in Fig. 5(0).

The overall reaction time of this FFH was not this
fast due to a bottleneck in the digital transferof data
from a network analyzer,used for measurementof the

1NW

mmH= , Fig.5. (a ) Responsetimein reductionof the mag-
) i nitude of the reflectioncoefficient, p, at
) _:._dH_em ) theoutputof thegeneratorduringa DIII-O
, , discharge. (b) Trajectory of p during thisI
I _:1 . , timedisplayedon a Smithchart.

FFN'"I _"................... -- / JJ'"j. COAX reflectioncoefficient,to a microcomputerusedto calcu-
V_ lateandcommandtherequiredcoilcurrentswhichgener-

atethebiasmagneticfieldsontheferritestubs.Thisover-
_ ali reactiontime wasgreaterthan 200 ms. Once the com-

°m'°l A om.oFWmnBs mandwasgivenbythecomputerthephysicalresponseofthe system was less than 20ms as shownin Fig. 5. Future
I......" \ s,Ht_ versionsoftheFFH willavoidthisbottleneckwithCUS-

AImEIINASTRAP tomizeddigitalhardware.Then,the onlylimitationin
response will be the time necessary to change the bias

Fig.4. Schematicof test setup for low powerfast magneticfield on the ferrites.Designimprovementscan
feritte hybrid tuner, bringthisdownto themillisecondtimescale.



5. CONCLUSION 3. R. Prater, et al., "Current Drive with Fast Waves.
Electron Cyclotron Waves, and Neutral Injection

The fast wave healing and current drive program in the DIII-D Tokamak," J. Fusion Technol., to be
on DIII-D has had a successful start. The results indi- published.
cate that an 8 MW transmitter capability in the 4, R.I. Pinsker, et al., "Direct Electron Heating and
60-120 MHz range can lead to attainment of fully non- Current Drive with Fast Waves in DIII-D," Proc.

of the 14th Conf. on Plasma Physics andinductive current drive, when coupled with ECH for i
additional electron heating. ControUed Nuclear Fusion Research, I,,_EA 1992,

An 8 MW system has been designed, consisting of Wurzburg, to be published.
four transmitters driving antennas at three toroidal loca= 5. M.J. Mayberry, et al., "Fast Wave Current DriveAntenna Performance on DIII=D," in AIP
tions in DIII-D. Two of these are modular four strap Conference, Proc. 244, RF Power in Plasmas,
antennas now in design at ORNL. The third antenna 1991, p. 276.
design is yet to be decided. Here, we have proposed a 6. R.H. Goulding, et al., "Design and Performances
poloidal pair of combline antennas for this third location, of Fast Wave Current Drive Systems in the ICRF,"

One potential upgrade is to make use of fast ferrite ibid, p. 287.
devices to maintain a real time match between the plas- 7. R.I. Pinsker, et aL, "30-60 MHz FWCD System on
ma load and generator impedances, and to change the DIII-D: Power Division, Phase Control and
strap to strap phase shift rapidly, within a shot. Low Tuning for a Four Element Antenna Array," Prec.
power coupling tests on DIII-D demonstrated that a fast 14th IEEE Syrup. on Fusion Engineering, San
ferrite hybrid can, in principle, respond fast enough for Diego, 1991, p. 115.
real time matching. 8. J. Ferron, et al., "A High Speed Data Acqusition

and Procesing System for Real Time Data Analysis
and Control," Review of Scientific Instruments, to
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